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Abstract-- This paper presents the multiquadrics collocation 
method for transient eddy current problems. Both the implicit 
scheme and Crank-Nicolson time matching scheme are used 
here for time discretization. An example on analyzing transient 
eddy current of a square metal column is set to prove the 
accuracy and affectivity of the proposed method. 
 
Index Terms—Transient eddy current, multiquadics, initial-
boundary problem, meshless method 
I. INTRODUCTION 
ESHLESS or Meshfree methods form a new class of 
numerical techniques of which the main objective is to 
overcome the limitations imposed by traditional mesh 
structured methods [1]. This type of methods uses a set of 
nodes distributed in solving domain instead of traditional 
elements. Meshless techniques are divided into two classes: 
those based on collocations and those based on weak forms. 
The first class is truly meshless method and do not require a 
mesh structure or a numerical integration procedure, it is 
insensitive to spatial dimension, considering only a cloud of 
nodes for the spatial discretization of both the solving domain 
and the boundary. 
Radial basis function (RBF) method, as a truly meshless 
method for approximating the solutions of PDEs, has drawn 
much of the attention of many researchers in science and 
engineering [2]. In this class of truly RBF meshless methods, 
the multiquadrics collocation method is ranked the best based 
on its high accuracy, ease of implementation, good visual 
aspect, low execution time and storage requirements [3]. 
Multiquadrics are only dependent on spatial coordinates. This 
characteristic imposes the use of mixed algorithms to treat 
time-dependent problems. From Newton iteration to the 
forward difference scheme, it is possible to combine a wide 
variety of time-dependent solvers with the basic RBF spatial 
treatment, used for examples in hyperbolic equation [4]. 
In this paper, multiqudrics collocation method is applied to 
transient eddy current problems, and both the implicit scheme 
and Crank-Nicolson time matching scheme are used here for 
time discretization. An example on analyzing transient eddy 
current of a square metal column is set here to illustrate the 
accuracy and affectivity of the proposed method. 
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II. MULTIQUADRICS COLLOCATION METHOD 
The multiquadrics collocation method belongs to RBF type 
methods. Consider a set of nodes nNxxx R∈,,, 21 L . The 
RBF centered at jx are defined as 
n
jj c Rxxx ∈−≡ ),||(||)( ϕϕ , Nj ,,2,1 L=               (1) 
where |||| jxx −  is the Euclidian norm. The RBF-MQ is 
2/12 )||(||)( cjj +−= xxxϕ                             (2) 
where c is a shape parameter. Let nR⊂Ω , we consider a 








xfxLu nR                     (3) 
where Ω  is a bounded domain with the boundary Ω∂ , L is a 
linear elliptic partial differential operator, and B is a 
boundary operator. We use N  distinct nodes in and on the 
boundary of Ω , of which },1,{ Ij Nj L=x are interior 
nodes, },1,{ NNj Ij L+=x are boundary points. We look 










)(),||(||)( xxx ϕϕ               (4) 
where ],,[ 1 Naa L=a  are the unknown coefficients to be 
determined. Substituting )(xuh  into (3) and using collocation 














)())(( xxϕ , NNi I L,1+=              (5.a) 
This corresponds to the system of equations with a 
coefficient matrix, its matrix form and solution are 
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The use of globally supported RBF as multiquadrics for 
large problems can bring problems due to its full populated 
matrices. Domain decomposition methods and localization of 
the basis functions can be used to solve such drawback [5]. 
The present model does not issue such methods, for the 
problems dealt with in the paper the number of nodes to 
provide good quality solutions is usually small. For large 
applications with complex geometry or vast number of nodes, 
such refined methods are certainly needed. 
III. TRANSIENT EDDY CURRENT PROBLEM 
The full set of equations for low-frequency electromagnetic 
field can be now written as 
t∂
∂−=×∇ BE  ,  HB µ=                        (8.a) 
se JJH +=×∇ , EJ σ=e                       (8.b) 
where eJ and sJ are eddy current and source current 
respectively. For linear conductive medium, with Lorentz 
gauge, the equivalent form by using magnetic potential vector 
of equation (8) can be written as follows 
st
JAA µµσ −∂
∂=∇2                                (9) 
Therefore, for two-dimensional problems, equation (9) can 




∂=∇ µσ2                                   (10) 
Where u is one of the three components of vector potential A , 
f is the supplied source. The initial and boundary problems 















      (11) 
where σµα = , )(2 ⋅∇=L and Ω  is the solver domain with 










)()(),||(||)(),( xxx ϕϕ       (12) 
where )](,),([)( 1 tatat NL=a are unknown coefficients to be 
determined at each time step. The derivative of the 
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Substituting (13) and (14) into (11) and collocation at N  
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)())(()( xxϕ , NNi I L,1+=            (15.b) 
which can be expressed as 
 faΦaΦ =+ L&α                                (16.a) 
gΦa =                                (16.b) 
where ),||(|| cjxxΦ −= ϕ and )),||(||( cjL xxLΦ −= ϕ .  
For RBF-MQ in 2D Cartesian coordinate, we have 
22222 )()()( crcyyxx jjjj +=+−+−=xϕ        (17.a) 





































































∂= xxx ϕϕϕ         (17.g) 
In this paper, two practical difference scheme on time 
disretization are disscussed, they are implicit scheme and 
Crank-Nicolson time matching scheme respectively. 
A. Implicit scheme 
For the problem described by (16), we can use the 
following implicit scheme for a discretization of time variable 
faΦaaΦ +=∆




α                           (18.a) 
gΦa =+1n  ,                                       (18.b) 




αα 1)(                      (19.a) 
gΦa =+1n                                         (19.b) 
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1 )()())(( xxϕ ,    NNi I L,1+=         (20.b) 
The algorithms for (19) in time iteration are formulated as 
1. Initialize at time 0:=t , approximate the initial condition 
by using (12) and then calculate the partial differential 
operator )),||(||( cjxxL −ϕ . 
2. Solve (19) to obtain coefficient α  and then compute the 
solution u  by using (12) and then calculate the partial 
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differential operator )),||(||( cjxxL −ϕ  at time tt =: . 
3. Correct the boundary values by using boundary 
conditions with (19.b). 
4. Put time to ttt ∆+=: , go to Step2 until time ntt =: . 
B. Crank-Nicolson(C-N) time matching scheme 
In the Crant-Nicolson formulation, the iterative scheme for 








α               (21.a) 
gΦa =+1n                                         (21.b) 








( 1 αα             (22.a) 
gΦa =+1n                                         (22.b) 







































1 )()())(( xxϕ ,    NNi I L,1+=         (23.b) 
In Crank-Nicolson time matching scheme, the remaining 
iterative procedure follows the same scheme as in the implicit 
scheme. Both the implicit scheme and the Crank-Nicolson 
time matching scheme are absolutely stable difference 
scheme, and they are both suitable for hyperbolic problems as 
transient eddy current analysis. 
IV. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In order to verify the proposed method, a metal column 
with infinite length is magnetized here. Its cross section of 
one quadrant is shown as Fig.1. The parameters of the size 
and the medium type are: OA=0.4m, OB=0.2m, 1000=rµ , 
61004.1 ×=σ S/m. At time 0=t , a step magnetic field 0H  
with direction z−  is imposed on the outer surface of the 
metal column. There are total 153 nodes distributed in the 
solving domain, 105 nodes for interior and 48 nodes for 
boundary respectively. Points P(0.1,0.1) are investigated here 
to compare the exact solution and the numerical one by using 
the proposed two schemes for time discretization. The 
comparative results are shown in Table 1. As can be seen 
from Table 1, results obtained from the present methodology 
are in excellent with exact results. Fig.2 shows the eddy 



































Multiquadics collocation meshless method for transient 
current problems is presented in this paper. This method is 
truly meshless method and does not require a mesh structure 
or a numerical integration procedure, it is insensitive to 
spatial dimension, considering only a cloud of nodes for the 
spatial discretization of both the solving domain and the 
boundary. Numerical example proves the present method is 
with high accuracy, ease of implementation, low execution 
time and storage requirements. With comparison to 
conventional FEM, the present method uses a scattered set of 
points instead of elements and it should be more flexible than 
the latter one, which also encounters difficulties in the 
treatment of discontinuities that might not necessarily 
coincide with the element boundaries. Future work is in 
progress to apply the method in other realistic engineering 
problems such as 3D transient eddy current problems and the 
propagating cracks in nondestructive evaluation. 
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TABLE 1 
A COMPARISON OF EXACT SOLUTION AND THE NUMERICAL ONE 
Numerical solution Time t
(s) 
Exact 
solution Implicit scheme C-N scheme 
0.0 0.0000 0.0023 -0.0018 
16.0 0.2465 0.2502 0.2474 
32.0 0.4976 0.4988 0.4986 
48.0 0.6581 0.6594 0.6591 
64.0 0.7660 0.7668 0.7666 
80.0 0.8396 0.8412 0.8409 
96.0 0.8901 0.8908 0.8896 
112.0 0.9246 0.9244 0.9252 
128.0 0.9483 0.9487 0.9491 
142.0 0.9645 0.9638 0.9642 
160.0 0.9757 0.9763 0.9752 






Fig.2 Eddy current distribution of the metal column at t=80.0s
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